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Future Work 2.0: Labour Market Trends & Opportunities 
At least 1/3 of today’s jobs won’t exist in 2030. 

A few years ago many of the newly trending jobs didn’t exist. 

These facts can be frightening or paralyzing for some, while for others it can be very exciting by the growing opportunities, 
regardless of their reactions to these changes many will struggle with the amount of information and how quickly and 
constantly it changes.  Being flexible, open to change and creative will be skills everyone will need in the future as we re-
invent ourselves to fit this new world of work.  Having current and realistic information about the labour market is 
paramount to one’s future success. 

Future Work 2.0 is a fast-paced, visually stimulating, information rich tool to assist 
youth, adults and older workers to understand the value of labour market 
information, learn where to find it and how to use it in career decision making and 
job search. 

Future Work 2.0 designed to assist employment practitioners, job developers, co-
op instructors and guidance counsellors introduce a process for understanding the 
labour market, how it works and the factors that can affect change.  The tool helps 
participants identify and analyze factors that influence why opportunities emerge, 
grow, decline or disappear.  Viewers are taken through a journey of the world of 
work and education focusing on 7 major trends of today and highlight the future 
of work identifying hundreds of possible career opportunities.  They will explore 
the implications of these trends so they are better able to self-manage their own 
careers now and in the future. 

In addition to the video the tool includes a facilitator's manual with activities, case 
studies, reproducible handouts, text copies of the video scripts and additional 
research links designed to assist youth and adults to analyze data and trends to 
identify and adapt their plans to garner the greatest likelihood for success.   

Through this session you will: 
 Experience the video and activities intended for your clients  

 Debrief the activities and tools considering how various audiences will react to the information  

 The Facilitator Guide provides the instructor/counsellor with a deeper understanding of the particular section, 

activities and case studies to strengthen the learners understanding 

 Receive the DVD and Facilitator Guide valued at $85.00 

 

$375.   Non-member                              $335.   Member 

Includes: 1 full day of classroom training, DVD and Facilitator Manual, morning and afternoon refreshments 

To register and learn about other training offerings 
events.onestep.ca 

To request training in your community  
Call Lorraine at    416-767-1679 

 


